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Lin Ziming didn’t answer his question, “Do you have a duel with me?”
Qin Long was silent, but immediately, he screamed again, and quickly said:
“Don’t dare, don’t dare… Tap, tap, your hand is about to break.”
When Lin Ziming mentioned it casually, he couldn’t take it anymore, he
could feel it, as long as Lin Ziming was willing, he could break his hand
easily for as long as he wanted.
“Get off.” Lin Ziming was too lazy to be familiar with this kind of person.
He had already demonstrated his abilities. If Qin Long dared to confront him
in the future, he wouldn’t mind teaching Qin Long a profound lesson.
After releasing Qin Long, Lin Ziming didn’t linger anymore, so he turned
around and left.
The people who were still in front of him, now they saw him coming, were
frightened, and rushed to the side, not daring to block Lin Ziming’s way, for
fear of offending Lin Ziming.
Shangguan Shuyao was also stunned. She knew that Qin Long could not be
Lin Ziming’s opponent, and she knew that Lin Ziming would win easily, but
she didn’t expect that it would be so easy. Moreover, Lin Ziming just got
Qin Long kicked. Nothing happens, it’s like tickles.
The domineering and composure that Lin Ziming showed just now is too
manly, and her heartbeat can’t help but speed up a bit. Now that he
recovered, seeing Lin Ziming about to leave, he hurriedly chased after him.
Intimately took Lin Ziming’s hand: “Wait for me.”
Lin Ziming looked at her deeply, “You dare to come out with me?”
Shangguan Shuyao was a little flustered by the look in his eyes, but
immediately, she calmed down again, because she knew that Lin Ziming
would definitely not dare to treat her, and she was a big beauty, and as a
beauty, she was privileged. , Any man is reluctant to be harsh on her.
In the banquet hall, until Lin Ziming and Shangguan Shuyao left and
disappeared from sight, after a while, no one dared to speak, and the
atmosphere looked very strange.
Now Qin Long’s face was blue and white, and his expression was
particularly ugly. He grew up so big that he didn’t have such a shame.
When those people saw Qin Long like this, they didn’t dare to talk casually,
for fear of touching Qin Long’s mold.
Finally, someone interrupted the silence. It was a woman who asked
cautiously: “I suddenly felt a little bit. The guy just now seems to be the
number one master of Province G. He has the cultivation base of Innate
Realm Great Perfection.”
Her voice is not loud, but in such a quiet situation, it is also heard by many
people.
Immediately someone stared at her and said, “You know, didn’t you say it
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just now?”
Others are also condemning her, it seems that she just said that this will not
happen.
“I, I forgot it for a while.” She said aggrievedly.
Qin Long took a deep breath and his expression slowly returned to normal.
He gritted his teeth and said, “Whoever has Lin Ziming’s information, give
it to me.”
Not too often, someone called to ask for their own information about Lin
Ziming’s information. Not too often, when they learned about Lin Ziming’s
information scatteredly, they stopped talking, especially some time ago. ,
Lin Ziming and Lei Zhen’s battle against King Linshan shocked them even
more.
This is a ruthless person who can kill the Dzogchen in the Innate Realm. In
comparison, they are nothing!
They gradually realized that such a fierce man, it is no wonder that
Shangguan Shuyao, who has always had such a high vision, can favor him.
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